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ABSTRACT 

This look book of fashion illustrations has been created in
conjunction with the findings of Saffron Earls' Thesis study.

This book compiles recommendations that could be made to the
millennial Irish male when it comes to being experimental in what to
wear and completing that perfect trendy look whilst still supporting

local Irish brands in 2020.



PPE goes mainstream. 
Coronavirus has caused the face mask in
the Western world to turn into the most

unexpected accessory of 2020. As
individuals all around the world slowly
starts to return to  we are seeing more
coloured and printed masks hitting the
streets. Ireland has some hidden gem

retailers that are producing the perfect
Covid must have mask. 

COVID-19 
EFFECT 

We Make Good | Ireland
 is a Social Enterprise Design Brand designed by
some of Ireland's emerging designers and made

by people facing social challenges. At the moment
they are making beautiful unisex masks.When you
purchase a mask for €25, another will be donated

to someone in Direct Provision.

Jennifer Rothwell,
Irish desiner that promotes              

Irish heritage and culture through fashion is
selling limited edition non-surgical face

masks that range from €22 - €28. 
Not only are these mask sustainable but the

profits are also being donated to the Capuchin
Day Centre for Homeless. 

Add a little bit of body text

Niamh McCabe, Irish designer
created these 'Nimmasks' to

"bring a little joy into the world
during this strange time".

Adult masks cost €33 and 15%
of the sales of each mask will

be donated to Dublin Rape
Crisis Centre. 

Zoë Carol, Kilkenny based Irish Designer, is
selling 100% Irish linen face coverings that cost
between €20 and €25 for a pack of three.These

mask are available in three sizes, small,
medium and large.
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THE MAN BAG
The man bag would appear to
be the hot trend crossing over
from womens' wear, although

we have seen it previously
designers are experimenting

with new architectural shapes
making the man bag a must

have once again. From
crossbody bags, logo-

emblazoned backpacks, and
sleek totes all should be on the

wishlist for 2020. 

FIG 5 
Jonathan Anderson , is a 35 year

old Irish Designer 
that combines elements of both

menswear and womenswear in his
brand JW Anderson.

His MEN SS21 is nearly done and 
he released a sneak peak on his
Instagram page of these unique

corssbody bags.

The DE BRUIR Studio collection
of leather 

bags and accessories combines 
timeless elegance with 
contemporary styling.

Located in Kildare each piece is 
individually handmade using 
equestrian quality leather and

simple, pared back,
construction techniques. The

buisness bag featured is priced
at €480.
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Lovern Leather Goods was
founded by

 Sandra Lovern in 2010. with the
icinoc Galway Barrel Bag, that
embodies the West of Ireland.
The bag featured above is the

"Curve Leather Barrel Bag-Red"
and is priced at €345.
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From  shoes, pocket squares, bow ties and cufflinks. 
These little finishing touches make or break an outfit. 
Luckily, Irish Designers have you sorted with bespoke, 

timeless pieces that will finish that
 perfect look you are trying to create.

THE FINER 
DETAILS 

Brendan Joseph is an Irish Weaver
based in Dublin. He weaves timeless

wearable stories, crafting a distillation of
Ireland's beauty. Pocket square €105,
Woven Silk Bow Tie €105, Silk & Linen

necktie €105.
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Resonate is a collection by The Soul Engraver.
The collection has captured 

real-life sound waves of iconic sounds of
Ireland. 

Hand-engraved in gold or silver it 
is the perfect way to stay connected to Ireland.

 Cufflinks - Howling Winds at the Hill of Tara
€250.

FIG 11
The Ansley Watch 

Co. designs luxury, unisex watches. 
Made in the Seaside Village 

of Malahide in Co. Dublin, each watch in the
'Three Rays Collection' has the Celtic symbol

of equality the Awen of the Three Rays
engraved on the back, representing  the
harmony of opposites in the Universe.

THREE RAYS BLACK 
€199.
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